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Good CompanGood Company : A Noy : A Novvelel
by Cynthia D'Aprix Sweeney
A novel about the enduring bonds of
marriage and friendship from the author of
the New York Times best-seller The Nest

Finding AshleFinding Ashleyy
by Danielle Steel
When the home that has given her new
purpose is threatened by a wildfire, a
grieving mother reconnects with her
estranged sister, a nun, to track down the
child she gave up for adoption years earlier.

Ocean PreOcean Preyy
by John Sandford
Picking up a stalled FBI case involving three
murdered Coast Guardsmen, Lucas
Davenport teams up with detective Virgil
Flowers to investigate the suspicious
activities of a sophisticated boat and
mysterious diver. By the Pulitzer Prize-
winning author of the Prey series.

Miss Julia Happily EvMiss Julia Happily Ever Afterer After
by Ann B. Ross
A highly anticipated final installment in the
best-selling series finds an outbreak of
wedding fever in Abbotsville upended by a
mysterious vandal who challenges a lively
Miss Julia to save the day, and her friends’
nuptials.

Animal InstinctAnimal Instinct
by David Rosenfelt
Investigating the murder of a woman he
failed to protect years earlier, K Team
private investigator Corey Douglas
resolves to bring an abusive boyfriend to
justice. By the best-selling author of the
Andy Carpenter mysteries.

Hummingbird SalamanderHummingbird Salamander
by Jeff Vandermeer
Sent taxidermied specimens of two
endangered species, a software manager
becomes the target of the ecoterrorists and
wildlife traffickers behind a catastrophic
global conspiracy. By the award-winning
author of the Southern Reach trilogy.

The Drowning KindThe Drowning Kind
by Jennifer McMahon
Investigating an estranged sibling’s
suspicious drowning at their grandmother’s
estate, a social worker connects the tragedy
to the unsolved case of a housewife who in
1929 allegedly succumbed to the
consequences of a wish-granting spring.

A Distant Shore : A NoA Distant Shore : A Novvelel
by Karen Kingsbury
Reconnecting with a woman whose life he
saved when they were both children, FBI
secret agent Jack Ryder finds himself falling
unexpectedly in love during a dangerous
mission involving the woman’s arranged
marriage.

Mother MaMother May Iy I
by Joshilyn Jackson
Blackmailed by a mysterious kidnapper to
commit a seemingly harmless act, a once-
poor woman who married into wealth
triggers a devastating chain of
consequences. By the best-selling author of
Never Have I Ever.

The Son of MrThe Son of Mr. Suleman. Suleman
by Eric Jerome Dickey
Targeted and blackmailed by racist
colleagues, a Black professor at a Memphis
university is called away from a whirlwind
romance by the death of his father and a
family that has never acknowledged him.
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Reunion Beach : Stories Inspired bReunion Beach : Stories Inspired by Dorothea Benton Fy Dorothea Benton Frrankank
by Elin Hilderbrand
In this warm and moving anthology, a group of bestselling authors and writers pay tribute to legendary, larger-than-
life NewYorkTimes bestselling author and her literary legacy. Inspired by the title Dorothea Benton Frank planned for her
next book--Reunion Beach--these close friends and colleagues channeled their creativity, admiration, and grief into
stories and poems that celebrate this remarkable woman and her abiding love for the Lowcountry of her native South
Carolina--a land of beauty, history, charm, and Gullah magic she so brilliantly brought to life in her acclaimed novels

The Good SisterThe Good Sister
by Sally Hepworth
Twin sisters who are polar opposites but who are harboring a deep, dark secret about their sociopathic mother must face
the consequences of both her actions and their own when one tries to start a family.

SooleSooleyy
by John Grisham
After seventeen-year-old Samuel "Sooley" Sooleymon receives a college scholarship to play basketball for North Carolina
Central, he moves to Durham from his native, war-torn South Sudan, enrolls in classes, joins the team, and prepares to sit
out his freshman season, but Sooley has a fierce determination to succeed so he can bring his family to America, working
tirelessly on his game until he dominates everyone in practice, and when Sooley is called off the bench, the legend begins

Bone Rattle : A RivBone Rattle : A Riveting Noeting Novvel of Suspenseel of Suspense
by Marc Cameron
Pulled from their duties to keep track of sequestered jurors in a high-profile trial involving a massive drug conspiracy,
Arliss Cutter and deputy Lola Teariki realize that they are dealing with something much bigger, and darker, than a simple
drug trial when the prosecuting attorney is murdered.

A Gambling ManA Gambling Man
by David Baldacci
Aloysius Archer travels to 1950s California to apprentice with a legendary private eye and former FBI agent but
immediately finds himself involved in a scandal in the second novel of the series following One Good Deed.

TTurn a Blind Eyurn a Blind Eye : A Detective : A Detective William We William Warwick Noarwick Novvelel
by Jeffrey Archer
Going undercover to expose corruption in the Metropolitan Police Force, Detective Inspector William Warwick is
compromised by a high-profile trial and a teammate's romantic relationship with his suspect

Hour of the WitchHour of the Witch
by Chris Bohjalian
A resourceful Puritan woman in 1662 Boston plots to escape a violent marriage only to find herself targeted by her
disapproving and superstitious neighbors for failing to save a child’s life. By the best-selling author of The Red Lotus.
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